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Summerhill Revisited: Searching for a Perspective on the Life and Work of A. S. Neill*



RONALD SWARTZ In the fight between you and the world back the world.' There must be law in large families and in all schools. This complicates the problem beyond any cut and dried solution that I can suggest. Schools at present make a worse mess of it than households.' Remembering Neill the Orange Peel In the Spring of 1972 when A. S. Neill was an eighty-eight-year-old man recovering from a heart attack he wrote his publisher and good friend Harold Hart an angry and somewhat humorous letter about the galley proofs of his soon to be published autobiography "Neill! Neill! Orange Peel!" The friendship between the American publisher and the Scottish educational reformer had had many ups and downs since the time in 1958 when Hart had the brilliant idea to make a book that drew on four of Neill's earlier works (p. 350, Neill of Summerhill hereafter, NOS). But the storms that often erupted in the relationships Neill had with dear friends never prevented him from recognizing and acknowledging those who had helped him with his work; in the warm dedication to Hart in his wellknown book Summerhill: A Radical Approach to Child Rearing Neill makes it clear that Hart's editorial skills could at times be quite remarkable.3 Howev r,inaleterwhichnowap earsinthebo kAl theBest, Neill: Letters from Summerhill (hereafter, ATB), Neill explains why he



thinks Hart bungled the job of editing a manuscript which contained much *The following books are discussed in this review: Jonathan Croall. New York: Pantheon Books, 1983. Pp. xi, 436. $20.00. All the Best, Neill: Letters from Summerhill. A. S. Neill, edited by Jonathan Croall. New York: Franklin Watts, 1984. Pp. xviii, 264. $15.95. Neill of Summerhill: The Permanent Rebel.
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material Neill had stored in a drawer for nearly a quarter of a century (p. 388, NOS). And in a short letter written almost eighteen months before his death Neill observes that his good friend's editorial work on what would be the last of his twenty books can be viewed as unsatisfactory because Hart had



that Summerhill limited individual freedom because the school community did not tolerate people who engaged in activities such as playing "a trumpet when others want to study or sleep ."5 Following in the liberal tradition outlined in works such as Mill's monumental On Liberty, Neill made Summerhill a self-governing democratic community that created school rules which limited personal liberty in such a way that an individual was discouraged from making "himself a nuisance to other people ." 6 As a rebel fighting for the cause of a self-governing educational revolution Neill spent little time explaining and studying the historical and philosophical roots of the ideas he developed and used at Summerhill.7 And, rather than write about new matters at the end of his life, Neill chose to complain to his publisher about the fact that Hart had deleted material associated with Neill's nose-picking habit. Of course, Neill's juvenile complaint verges on the absurd. And it is somewhat wondrous that Hart mustered up the patience to deal with his old friend. Nevertheless, Neill's eccentric requests often included serious messages that dealt with significant issues. Specifically, Neill made an important point to his publisher when he suggested that Hart's editorial work had the potential to separate Neill from the people he had been desperately trying to reach for over half a century. And in order to understand how his educational reform efforts were designed to bring people together, it is worthwhile to recall that at the beginning of his autobiography Neill noted:
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judged what is important, something I should have done.... You cut out that I pick my nose. I recall writing about my pet aversions but I don't recall seeing it in the proofs. More than once I disclaim being a guy of much importance. I wanted the public to know my weaknesses and my strength, and yr [sic] editing has separated me from that public. . . . Harold, the book is half me, to judge by what has been set up . . . you have cut lots that were important to me. I didn't want a book Neill, Neill, Castrated Neill. . . . In the London edition I would like the cut parts to be retained. Bless you and damn you Harold, Neill (p. 171, ATB) The above excerpts from the letters collected by Jonathan Croall help to demonstrate that Neill was indeed a "permanent rebel." And as he increasingly found "life a burden with aches and pains" (p. 240, ATB), Neill struggled to keep alive his lifelong commitment to rebel against the mistaken decisions made by people who held positions of power and authority; when he was a thirty year old dominie during the beginning of the First World War, Neill found that he could not live by the biblical ideal which commanded adults to discipline children by beating them with a rod . 4 Thus, in the wartime classroom where he once whipped his students with a tawse Neill eventually mustered up the courage to put his strap "in the stove that heated the school" (p. 60, NOS). And the cause which the rebel Neill was destined to fight until his death on September 22, 1973 included the unusual idea of not using fear as a means to discipline young people. Also, Neill's unconventional cause incorporated the radical idea of allowing children to be free to develop their human potential in their own way, rather than in a way dictated by parents, teachers, and other adults. Neill's famous school Summerhill eventually became a kind of fortress which was used as a laboratory where Neill tested and developed his "message of freedom" (p. 389, NOS). And this message was different from that of freedom fighters such as Thomas Jefferson, Immanuel Kant, and John Stuart Mill partly because Neill made the bold claim that children should be given many of the basic human freedoms cherished so dearly by Western liberal political and philosophical thinkers. In addition, in his book Freedom-Not License!, which Croall rightly evaluates as "a hack job" (p. 357, NOS), Neill made one of his feeble attempts to explain



If I am to be remembered at all, I hope it will be because I tried to break down the gulf between young and old, tried to abolish fear in schools, tried to persuade teachers to be honest with themselves and drop the protective armor they have worn for generations as a separation from their pupils. I want to be remembered as an ordinary guy who believed that hate never cured anything, that being on the side of the child-Homer Lane's phrase-is the only way to produce happy schooling and a happy life later on." Overview of Recent Research About the Life and Work of A. S. Neill Jonathan Croall's book Neill of Summerhill clearly refutes Neill's claim that he was just "an ordinary guy." Neill was indeed extraordinary in numerous ways. And Croall's warmly written and thoroughly comprehensive biography of the man who made Summerhill internationally known as one of the most important educational experiments of the twentieth century will undoubtedly become one of the standard reference books for facts about Neill and his work. Furthermore, Croall has done an excellent job of organizing and editing some of the letters he collected during the
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five years he spent preparing his biographical study of Neill; in many ways the letters collected by Croall can be viewed as a long appendix to Neill of Summerhill. And both of the books under review here attempt to justify Croall's claim that Neill was "one of the most vigorous, determined, single-minded yet compassionate figures in the twentieth-century landscape"(p. xiv, ATB). The enthusiasm which Croall has for Neill and his educational reform efforts is obvious throughout his biographical study. Although Croall's goal was to write an "objective biography" (p. 2, NOS), it can be safely said that he has failed on this point. Croall has not been objective, but he has been very successful in presenting a somewhat realistic and wellrounded psychological portrait of a complex person who lived an extremely active life. Moreover, Croall's account of Neill's life incorporates a highly selective sociological survey of the way Neill was viewed by close friends, former students, and famous individuals such as Margaret Mead (p. 352, NOS) and Bertrand Russell (p. 159, NOS). Also, it appears that Croall is interested in presenting Neill's life in a dramatic format; from the first page when we are told how Neill's paternal grandfather "worked down the mines" (p. 7, NOS) in a village near Edinburgh we are constantly bombarded with many of the fascinating facts, stories, and anecdotes which Neill himself once used as a means to dazzle his readers and the people who attended the lectures he gave on "five continents" (p. 223, NOS). And as with Neill before him, Croall has recognized that Neill's work at Summerhill was without doubt the outstanding achievement of Neill's life. Much of Croall's book about Neill's life deals with Neill's struggle to reject and improve the dominant educational ideals and practices which had nearly destroyed Neill when he was a young student and studentteacher in the classes taught by his father George Neill. And Neill's many failures under the tutelage of his father culminated in the summer of 1903 when Alexander Sutherland, later to be known as just Neill or the Orange Peel, was denied entrance to a teacher training college because his grade on the entrance exam had placed him 103rd out of 104 candidates (p. 30, NOS). This humiliation was no surprise to George and his wife Mary because these two upwardly mobile children from working-class parents considered their son Allie the least academically promising of their eight children who survived to adulthood (p. 10, NOS). However, Neill's early failures in school would eventually be overcome by a great deal of selfinitiated work in English and mathematics; as his teaching career continued in spite of his failure to enter a college, Neill studied on his own with the help of local scholars. And Neill's late-blooming knack for scholarly
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activities would eventually make it possible for him to pass the entrance exam given by Edinburgh University. In the fall of 1908 at the somewhat late age of twenty-five, Neill became an undergraduate student at Edinburgh. And at this early twentiethcentury citadel of academic learning in Scotland Neill would surprise people like his parents who thought that he had extremely feeble academic and social abilities; at Edinburgh Neill became more socially and academically successful than at any previous time in his life. And the skills Neill developed as a university student would serve him well throughout his life. Specifically, as an undergraduate student Neill became somewhat of a social butterfly and Croall gives a very vivid account of Neill's early sexual encounters. It appears that as a university student Neill gained firsthand knowledge about guilt and impotency from the affairs he had with the working-class girls from the town of Blackford Hill; the psychological problems he encountered when he began to practice a sexual ethic different from the rigid Calvinistic one he had learned in the home of his parents would eventually provide Neill with the impetus to improve the way children were educated about sexual matters. Years after leaving Edinburgh University Neill used to complain that he had not "sinned enough when young, thanks to Calvinson [sic] and hell fire" (p. 42, NOS). Furthermore, after his college days Neill underwent psychotherapy with Wilhelm Stekel, Wilhelm Reich, and Homer Lane; the first two are well known rebellious students of Sigmund Freud, 9 and the latter is a little known American educational reformer who taught Neill that it was desirable to use "the idea of self-government at Summerhill. "10 Croall spends much time trying to explain the important impact that Reich had on Neill. And the chapters which Croall devotes to the relationship between Neill and Reich are some of the best in both of the books under review here. Moreover, for those people who are interested in Neill's views on Reich and his unconventional psychological theories a good place to begin is his essay, "The Man Reich";" in this short essay Neill makes it very clear that he never understood Reich's orgone research because it was outside his grasp. ' 2 Nevertheless, Neill does credit Reich with making a number of significant discoveries and he points out that "behind the persecution of Reich was the simple fact that he was the man who first claimed that the adolescent had the right to a full sex life." 1 3 Although Neill was over ten years older than Reich, he nevertheless studied under Reich during the early years of their friendship which began in either the "winter of 1935" (p. 251, NOS) or some time in 1937 when Neill was lecturing at Oslo University; 14 the exact date of the first en-
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counter between Reich and Neill is really not too significant, but it does need to be noted here that during the last twenty-five years of his life Neill was greatly impressed with Reich's theory about "the connection between neurosis and the stiffening of the muscles." 1 5 And Croall is quick to point out that Neill had a personal as well as an intellectual interest in Reich's psychological notions; as it turns out, Neill was plagued with physical ailments such as severe constipation and migraine headaches for much of his adult life (p. 252, NOS). In addition, Neill's psychological and emotional state was often a bit unstable; in 1918 Neill suffered a nervous breakdown while he was an army officer "waiting to fight in France" (p. xv, ATB), and during the last half-century of his life Neill spent much time seeking cures for the illnesses he was destined to endure until he died. Contact with Reich did provide Neill with some comfort and relief from his physical and psychological troubles; during those times when Neill was not denied entry into the United States he found that visits to Reich in Maine had the effect of "pulling him out of the moods of depression" which had become quite frequent in the years immediately following World War II (p. 314, NOS). However, when all was said and done, Neill made it clear to anyone who would listen that he could neither understand nor endorse many of Reich's peculiar ideas. Yet, in the early years of their relationship when Neill was trying to understand Reich's work, he wrote to H. G. Wells for help in deciphering what Reich had said. Unfortunately, Wells came to the conclusion that Reich's work was nothing more than "an awful gabble of competitive quacks" (p. 120, ATB). Neill was, of course, disappointed when he received word of Wells's evaluation of Reich's work. And Croall's decision to publish the exchange of letters between Neill and Wells helps explain why Neill was so willing to give Reich the benefit of the doubt. Also, the exchange of letters between Neill and Paul Goodman does much to explain how Reich's work provided Neill with "the link between the psyche and the soma" (p. 105, ATB). Nevertheless, it was not his work, but Reich the man who Neill came to love so very dearly. And the twenty-year relationship between these two men would come to an end when Reich died on November 3, 1957 in the Federal Penitentiary in Lewisburg, Pennsylvania (p. 323, NOS). A detailed account of the tragic circumstances which led to Reich's death in prison is far beyond the scope of this review; all that needs to be noted here is that the Food and Drug Administration in the United States eventually convinced a Federal judge to order that the New York City incinerators should be used to destroy Reich's books and much of the other material used in his orgone research (p. 321, NOS). Furthermore, in his description of Reich's crimes, trial, and death Croall demonstrates



his considerable literary talents; the account that Croall offers of Neill's reaction to the way Reich was treated by the government officials in the United States does much to justify Croall's claim that Reich's death brought to "an end what for Neill was probably the most significant relationship of his life" (p. 264, NOS). Reich's prominence in Neill's life may have been a bit exaggerated by Croall; it really is difficult to determine who had the most significant relationship with Neill, and others beside Reich deserve to be considered as candidates for the person who had the greatest impact on Neill's life and work. Specifically, in his long life Neill would develop extremely important relationships with his father, his sister Clunie ,16 his friend, teacher, and therapist Homer Lane," his first wife Lilian Richardson Neill, his second wife Ena Wood Neill, and his daughter Zoe Neill; all of these individuals would be highly significant others for Neill. And Neill's ability to develop intense and lasting friendships makes it very hard to say that one person had the "most significant" relationship with him. Yet, Reich's overwhelming personality did indeed play a dominant role during periods of Neill's life. Also, there is some merit to Paul Goodman's claim that at times Neill let "Reich do his thinking" (p. 103, ATB). Much has been written about Reich's impact on Neill and the selfgoverning educational philosophy which was used at Summerhill. However, it is often forgotten that Summerhill was in existence for over a decade when Neill first met Reich; the official beginning of Summerhill was in the fall of 1924 when Neill was forty-two years old (p. 137, NOS). And the ideas that were destined to influence the educational experiment Neill created had been hinted at in a series of articles Neill had written when he was the editor of the student newspaper at Edinburgh University; in Neill's 1912 editorial called "The Cursed Exam System," he began a lifelong attack against an educational system which assumed that "medals signify brains." Although the young Neill readily admitted that brains and medals might sometimes go together, his claim was that more often than not medals merely "signify great memory and a lack of originality" (p. 46, NOS). While he was the editor of the student newspaper at Edinburgh Neill demonstrated a unique amount of courage for a student who had to be judged by professors who were extremely reluctant to alter established educational practices. But, as to be expected, Neill's early attacks on the educational system which he would criticize for the remainder of his life fell on deaf ears. Nevertheless, by 1912 when he received a Master of Arts with Second Class Honors in English, Neill had developed writing skills that he would use to write seven books and many articles before Summerhill was started in 1924. Thus, when Summerhill opened Neill
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was a somewhat successful writer whose books sold rather well for a person who espoused radical educational ideas (p. 97, NOS). In addition, by the time Reich entered Neill's life in the 1930s the central aspects of the Summerhill self-governing educational philosophy were well established and in a letter written during 1950 Neill did his best to explain to Paul Goodman that contact with Reich had led to no changes in the way he ran Summerhill (p. 105, ATB). There were times in his life when Neill experimented with some of Reich's unconventional ideas in his personal life. Yet, when it came to matters related to his school, Neill did his very best to separate Reich's ideas from the self-governing educational philosophy used at Summerhill. In particular, the Reichian views associated with adolescents having a "full sex life" 1 8 were never endorsed as the official school policy at Summerhill (p. 197, NOS). Of course, the official Summerhill policy about sex was at times subverted by the ingenuity and desires of both students and teachers (p. 279, NOS). However, some teenagers and teachers at most conventional schools do at times find ways to engage in illicit sexual activities. And it is unclear whether people at Summerhill have been more or less sexually active than the individuals who have gone to conventional small private boarding schools; the empirical problems associated with comparing the level of sexual activity at Summerhill with the sexual activity at other more conventional educational programs will undoubtedly remain a matter of very unreliable conjecture as long as social scientists and other individuals feel uncomfortable dealing with the emotionally loaded topic of adolescent sexuality. Throughout his years as the headmaster of Summerhill Neill made it clear to anyone who would listen that his school did not officially allow for any illegal sexual activities. As it turns out, Neill was acutely aware of the fact that he would have been "ruined if not imprisoned as an immoral seducer of youth" 9if he allowed adolescents to "be free to have their own natural love life."' Thus, although Neill was not fond of compromise, he found that at times it was reasonable and practical for his school to uphold social customs he did not personally find acceptable. Furthermore, Neill's genius for compromise made it possible for him to keep his school afloat for decades in spite of the fact that the British society in which he lived was not very supportive of his self-governing educational experiment; although Neill had "fundamental anxieties" (p. 339, NOS) about the British school inspectors who were responsible for evaluating his school, he nevertheless was able to get somewhat satisfactory reports from the British Ministry of Education.20 Neill's willingness to make compromises about the way he ran his school



did not include areas which he considered to be crucial for the integrity of his self-governing educational program. Specifically, when it came to altering the Summerhill policy of having students decide for themselves what academic subjects they should learn, Neill refused to compromise and in an article written in 1932 he made it clear that if any inspector were to demand of me that I give up allowing children complete freedom to stay away from each or every class at will 1 should have to give an emphatic No, closing my school rather than compromising an inch. . . . I don't mind inspection of my premises and my food; I don't mind having a few inspectors down to improve their own education. But I refuse to accept any guidance whatsoever from any inspector whatsoever, any guidance in child psychology and education. (p. 339, NOS)



Croall's biography of Neill provides a detailed analysis of the way Neill learned to compromise with the world during the last half century of his life. But Neill never made compromises that would alter the essential aspects of the educational experiment he loved so dearly; up until his death Neill struggled to preserve the self-governing principles of the Summerhill philosophy of education. Yet, at times the artful way in which Neill functioned in the world is lost in the midst of unnecessary details; in a number of places Croall has included long-winded stories from Neill's friends and students that could easily be eliminated or drastically shortened. However, the overall portrait which Croall has sketched is fascinating even though there are some lines that need to be ignored. Also, in Croall's tale of the folksy Scotsman who did much to present himself as a "country bumpkin," there are many surprising facts that will probably shock those people who are unfamiliar with the private life Neill tried to conceal in his writings and public appearances (p. 48, NOS). Throughout his writings Neill presented himself as a common man who has no use for intellectuals. But Croall makes it clear that Neill was delighted to have a friendship with Bertrand Russell. And Croall's account of the relationship between Neill and Russell reveals that Neill's intellectual skills and depth were far greater than most of the readers of Summerhill might guess (p. 159, NOS). Furthermore, Croall reveals that as a college student Neill read with enthusiasm the works of Nietzsche, Schopenhauer, Ibsen, and Shaw; all of these writers were destined to have a significant impact on Neill and the ideas which eventually helped him muddle through his life. However, in print Neill was careful not to reveal too much about the vast amount of intellectual work that he had done in his life; those who have read Neill's books and articles have often been
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lead to think that his unconventional educational theories had emerged from raw experience, rather than experience that had been informed by much scholarship. Neill would at times acknowledge that his work and thought had been inspired by people such as Freud and Homer Lane , 2 ' but he was not the kind of person who would bother with academic footnotes. Thus, Neill's readers were usually left in the dark about what he had read and how he had used the ideas of others. And, regrettably, Croall does not provide the kind of academic documentation that would help scholars better understand the intellectual influences on Neill and his work. For example, Croall rightly points out that Neill's attitude toward sex education drastically changed once "he had discovered psychoanalysis" (p. 149, NOS). But, as with Neill before him, Croall does not mention that Neill's views on sex education are almost identical with those expressed by Freud in his 1907 essay "The Sexual Enlightenment of Children";" people unfamiliar with Freud's writing will undoubtly find Croall's biography difficult to use as a reference book. Also, when it comes to making direct citations from Neill's twenty books and numerous articles, Croall does not provide exact page references for the delightful quotes he has collected from Neill's written work. Future scholars who choose to write about Neill, his school, and the self-governing educational philosophy used at Summerhill will find a number of difficulties with Croall's books. In particular, the indices in the two books under review make it difficult for anyone to use Croall's books as a source of information for research. Unfortunately, Croall and his publisher have chosen to provide indices for only the names of people and places; in order to make Croall's books better reference works subject i ndices need to be supplied. Specifically, important subjects such as sex education, self-government at Summerhill, and democracy in education need to be easily referred to without reading every page in Croall's books. And if Croall is lucky enough to have second editions for his books, then he and his publisher would be well advised to use the index of Summerhill as the place to begin the process of determining what subjects are important for books about Neill and his school.



one of the goals I have failed to achieve here is a detailed explanation about how Neill and people such as Homer Lane and Paul Goodman have helped to develop modern Socratic philosophies of education which compete with the Platonic educational philosophy articulated in Plato's Republic. Moreover, at the outset of this review, I thought I could demonstrate that the liberal political tradition which includes Jefferson, Kant, Mill, Russell, and Karl Popper provides the intellectual foundation for explaining how the Socratic self-governing educational philosophies of Neill, Lane, and Goodman are more satisfactory than the modern Platonic educational philosophies which are outlined in widely discussed works such as The Paideia Proposal: An Educational Manifesto and A Nation at Risk; in these two contemporary documents Mortimer Adler and the members of the National Commission on Excellence in Education do a superb job of explaining how aspects of the ancient philosophy of education of the Republic can be updated for life in a modern society. Finally, in my grandiose schemes for this short review essay, I intended to point out that in spite of their many great merits Croall's books are inadequate because they make no effort to explain how Neill's thought and educational reform movement have intellectual roots that travel to unexpected places like Popper's The Open Society and Its Enemies. Briefly put, the view of freedom which Neill advocated at Summerhill during the last half century of his life can be seen as intimately connected with the sophisticated and complex ideas about human liberty that have been evolving since the time when Socrates lost his life partly because he wished to help his students be free in a way consistent with the notion of freedom articulated in the First Amendment of the Constitution of the United States. The connection between Summerhill and the political ideals of the American revolutionaries should not surprise those people who are aware of the fact that Homer Lane used the United States Constitution as the model for the self-governing legal system he created at the reform schools he ran in Detroit, Michigan and Dorset, England during the first and second decades of this century. Furthermore, for those familiar with Popper's writings, it will be readily apparent that the distinction and appraisal I have offered about the Socratic and Platonic educational views are an outgrowth of the academic work Popper has done in the last fifty years . 23 Neill did not notice that his work at Summerhill had intellectual connections with the Western liberal tradition that travels over thousands of years on a road paved by individuals such as Socrates and Popper; it was not Neill's custom to read professional philosophers and, given the way he had chosen to structure his life, he could not find the time to read Rousseau's Emile until he was nearly eighty-eight years old (P 172, ATB).



Conclusion My original plan for this review was to write a critique of Croall's books that would be far more comprehensive than what has so far been written; in my early dreams about this review my aim was to comment on how Neill's self-governing educational philosophy is an outgrowth of ideals attributed to Socrates as he is characterized in Plato's Apology. And
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And although he did not have the academic background to judge all aspects of Rousseau's landmark book, it was readily apparent to Neill that his view of freedom in education differed from Rousseau because "the blighter wanted his pupil to have freedom within the ideas of his tutor" (p. 172, ATB). In addition, Neill's feeble efforts to come to grips with a giant mind such as John Dewey ended in disaster; all that Neill has to say about Dewey's monumental educational works is that they are "dull and long-winded" books which he never really had a desire to read in detail (pp. 37, 173, ATB). One of the greatest disappointments in Croall's account of Neill's life is that he does not challenge or criticize many of the outrageous decisions Neill made; in a sense it is correct to say that Croall is far too willing to let his hero off the hook when he has discovered a chink in Neill's armor. Specifically, Neill's attitude toward Dewey and his monumental educational writings is flippant and Croall could have spent some time explaining why Neill was so reluctant to deal with works such as Dewey's Experience and Education and "The Child and the Curriculum;" these essays by Dewey are really not difficult to understand and in many ways they are extremely exciting works which are written in a very readable and lively style. Of course, I am not suggesting here that Neill should have read all of Dewey's "forty books and more than seven hundred articles ."24 And in the Deweyan corpus there is much that might easily be viewed as uninteresting and overwritten. But my point here is that Croall has missed a great opportunity to contrast Neill's educational theories with the work of other significant twentieth-century educational theorists. Those who write about Dewey are usually willing to ignore Neill's work in much the same way that Croall and Neill have ignored Dewey's work. And Dewey himself seems to have had very little to say about schools similar to Summerhill; for a variety of reasons Dewey did not take seriously the kind of educational program Neill created and in one of his few references to a Summerhill type of school he jokes about these learning situations as places where children ask their teachers the question, "Do we have to do today what we want to do?"25 Furthermore, a progressive educator such as Boyd Bode has hinted at the idea that Neill and others who follow in his intellectual tradition belong to the "lunatic fringe"26 of twentieth-century educational reformers. Thus, as with Socrates before him, Neill was viewed as both a buffoon and a madman by some of his contemporaries who became highly respected scholars. And until this day there has been little worthwhile dialogue between the warring groups of individuals which Dewey and Neill have represented in the twentieth century. Croall's books can be viewed as one place to begin the rather complex



task of trying to understand Neill's place in the history of Western educational thought. And when I first read Summerhill nearly twenty years ago I had no idea that this book and a few others would challenge me to learn about the development of Western liberal thought from Socrates to Popper and beyond. Yet, I remember well that after reading Summerhill as an undergraduate student I was thunderstruck; the major reason Neill's book shocked me so was because it told me that I had a number of legitimate complaints about the education I had received in conventional postWorld War II American public schools; prior to my contact with Neill's educational work I would often complain to my teachers about how they used the fear of failure and the threat of poor grades to motivate students. And even before reading Summerhill I had the idea that it was not necessary to use fear to make students learn. However, most of my teachers did not understand what I had to say and a few even thought that I was nothing more than a lazy inarticulate child who did not want to learn the important knowledge valued so dearly by my elders. Neill helped me learn that an educational outcast such as myself did indeed have some legitimate complaints about the ways schools had been organized in my society. And after I had spent a few years studying a vast variety of educational theories I slowly came to see that the essential aspects of Socratic self-governing educational philosophies could be used in school settings far different from Summerhill; for a number of reasons which Croall makes clear throughout his biographical study, Neill found it necessary to make Summerhill a small boarding school with a number of students who would now be viewed as emotionally disturbed or mentally ill. But after reading Goodman's "Compulsory Mis-Education" and New Reformation I readily saw that with a little imagination significant aspects of the Summerhill educational program could "easily be adapted z7 to urban conditions" as they exist in a modern industrial society. There, of course, could be lively debates about whether self-governing educational philosophies are indeed "relevant and practical "28 for life in our modern world. But in an age dominated by dialogues about The Paideia Proposal and A Nation at Risk it seems highly likely that most people wil not bother to consider the viability of having some experimental selfgoverning educational programs. Whereas Croall's books do little to explain how modern educational dialogues need to be restructured to accommodate discussions about self-governing educational philosophies, it is nevertheless the case that Croall's books have the potential to balance Diane Ravitch's recent Platonic propaganda that Summerhill is "a book celebrating the virtues of permissiveness." 29 And in her newest book The Schools We Deserve Ravitch mistakenly assumes that the Summerhill 3° message of freedom entails the notion of "unconstrained sexuality."
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Croall's books do much to explain how self-government at Summerhill "works to demonstrate in practical form the boundaries of individual freedom" (p. 391, NOS). Of course, if the Summerhill form of self-government ever degenerates to the state where school members play "a trumpet when others want to study or sleep '"31 then self-government will be replaced with anarchy. But Neill made it clear that his school was "miles from anarchy" (p. 133, ATB). And although his school is still in existence today, it seems safe to say that Ravitch and her Platonic friends have little interest in setting the record straight about Summerhill. Moreover, near the end of his life Neill knew very well that his educational reform movement had not captured the imagination of his times; on his deathbed Neill read about how the teachers of Suffolk had demanded "to keep the cane" (p. 244, ATB); this sad news probably reminded the old Orange Peel about the time when he once saw a young rebellious dominie burn the school strap in some distant classroom he would never again visit. As the shrivelled up Orange Peel was about to be thrown into the cosmic dust bin he harbored no illusions about the success of his self-governing educational reform movement. Neill knew that whatever success he had was of little consequence compared with all that he had hoped to achieve. Furthermore, as death surrounded his being he worried about what future inspectors and educational writers might do to obliterate all he had done. Thus, in order to prepare himself for the worst, he lamented about the fact that he would not "be there to have a laugh" when



travel to that ancient teacher who lost his life partly because he had committed the "crime" of "corrupting the minds of young people."33 Neill knew better than Socrates that when you take on the world you should be prepared to lose all. And I for one do not think that Croall and the small disheveled band of Socratic thinkers will win their battles with the gigantic well-organized Platonic army that is now being lead by Adler, Ravitch, and the members of the National Commission on Excellence in Education. But, of course, I wish Croall all the best for his books. And since I have come to view Croall as an unreconstructed Summerhillian I think he would do well to take account of Kafka's observation that, "In the fight between you and the world back the world." 14
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one day, some history of education will have a footnote about a man called S. A. O'Neill, an Irishman who ran a school called Summerville. . . .32



Jonathan Croall has done his very best to prevent future scholars from writing a footnote about O'Neill of Summerville, and if there is some kind of life after the one which you and I are now living, then the spirit of the Orange Peel is probably picking his nose as he wonders about what us mortals will do with Croall's books. But even Croall's heroic efforts may not be able to stop contemporary educational theorists from either forgetting Neill or distorting his work beyond recognition; the Platonic reactionary educational dogma that now pervades our world is like a mammoth tidal wave that has the potential to drown Croall and those few others who still love the funny little hero of Plato's Apology. And the followers of Socrates should consider themselves lucky these days if they do not drown in a the sea of despair; just keeping one's head above water should satisfy contemporary Socratic educational theorists who recognize that the Summerhill self-governing educational philosophy has roots that
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